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Superondutivity in homologous uprate series:
deep osillations of pairing Coulomb potential
V.I. Belyavsky and Yu.V. Kopaev
P.N. Lebedev Physial Institute of Russian Aademy of Sienes, Mosow, 119991, Russia
Kinemati onstraint arising in the ase of superonduting pairing with large momentum results
in a uto of the sreened Coulomb potential exluding large momentum transfers. This leads to a
pairing potential osillating in the real spae that ensures a rise of bound singlet pairs. In multilayer
uprates, there is strong Coulomb interation between partiles omposing the pair not only in the
same uprate layer but in the neighboring layers as well. In the framework of suh a senario, we
explain a universal dependene of the superonduting transition temperature on the number of
layers in the unit ell observed in homologous uprate families.
PACS numbers: 78.47.+p, 78.66.-w
1. All families of superonduting (SC) uprate om-
pounds investigated manifest a striking dependene of
the transition temperature Tc on the number n of CuO2
planes in the unit ell. When n inreases, the funtion
Tc(n) grows at first, then, after passing the maximum at
n = 3, dereases monotonially.1 This behavior is shown
shematially in fig.1 whih presents Tc(n) for a homolo-
gous series of merurouprates.
2
One an onsider an ex-
planation of suh a dependene, refleting a fundamental
mehanism of SC pairing in the uprates, as one of the
most important problems of high-Tc superondutors.
3
A distribution of doped harge turns out to be non-
homogeneous in multilayer ompounds: the inner layers
in the unit ell are underdoped as ompared with the
outer layers to ensure the minimum of the eletrostat-
i energy.
4
Thus, in optimally (on the average) doped
multilayer ompound, inner (outer) uprate planes are
underdoped (overdoped) in omparison with the optimal
doped ompound of the family with a single uprate plane
in the unit ell.
Weak oupling of the neighboring uprate layers due
to oherent tunnelling of the pairs
5
leads to extremely
weak initial rise in the funtion Tc(n) and its further
saturation at n > 3. To explain the observed derease of
Tc(n) at n > 3, Chakravarty et al.
5
took into aount
a nonhomogeneity of arrier distribution in the unit ell
and also a ompetition between the SC and insulating
(orbital urrent d - symmetry density wave6) orders.
A onsiderable rise in the SC transition temperature
with an inrease of the number of uprate layers in the
unit ell an be assoiated with the fat that a spatial
sale of the pairing interation exeeds the spaing be-
tween the neighboring layers. In ontrast to many mod-
els based on the extremely loalized (in the real spae)
SC pairing interation, suh a feature is inherent in the
pairing with large momentum under sreened Coulomb
repulsion (ηK - pairing).
7
2. Sreening of Coulomb repulsion in lassi eletron
gas results in the fat that the interation energy of
two partiles at a distane r takes the form U(r) =
(e2/r)exp (−r/r
0
) orresponding to the Fourier trans-
form U(k) = 4pie2/(k2 + k2
0
). Here, r
0
= k−1
0
has the
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èñ. 1: SC transition temperature (Tc) of optimal doped om-
pound of the family HgBa2Can−1CunO2n+2+δ vs. a number
n of uprate layers in the unit ell (aording to Ref.[2℄).
meaning of Debye sreening length. The Thomas-Fermi
approximation leads to the same expression for the in-
teration energy also in the ase of degenerate eletron
gas with the sreening length r
0
= (4pie2ng)1/2, where
n is the onentration and g is the density of states on
the Fermi level. It should be noted that, when one takes
into aount the step-wise eletron distribution in the
momentum spae, the sreened Coulomb potential turns
out to be modified qualitatively,
8
U(k) = 4pie2/[k2 + k2
0
f(k/2kF )]. (1)
Here, kF is the Fermi momentum and the Lindhardt
funtion has the form
f(x) =
1
2
(
1 +
1− x2
4x
ln
∣∣∣∣1 + x1− x
∣∣∣∣
)
. (2)
The weak singularity of the potential (1) at k = 2kF
orresponding to the point of ontat of two shifted Fermi
surfaes leads to the damped Friedel osillations (with
the wavelength pi/kF ) of the sreened Coulomb potential.
The latter at large r has the form
U(r) ≃
e2
2pi
cos 2kF r
r3
. (3)
In the ase of the nested Fermi surfae, the singularity
turns out to be enhaned that an result in a rise of
2.
.
K K
FC FC
èñ. 2: A rise of the domain of kinemati onstraint in the
ase of ηK - pairing in 2D eletron system for isotropi (left)
and nested FC (right); the mirror nesting ondition is fullled
on the heightened piees of the FC.
harge or spin density waves (strutural phase transition
or antiferromagneti state, respetively).
Thus, there is a region of the real spae where the
sreened repulsive Coulomb potential beomes negative.
This is suffiient to ensure SC pairing with non-zero
angular momentum of the relative motion of the pair
with zero total momentum.
9
However, due to a weakness
of the Kohn singularity, the SC transition temperature
turns out to be very low.
9
3. A rise of a domain Ξ of kinemati onstraint7 in the
ase of SC pairing with large total momentumK leads to
an enhanement of the singularity of the pairing potential
U(k − k′). Indeed, sine in the self-onsisteny equation
that determines the energy gap parameter ∆(k) the mo-
menta of the relative motion k and k′ are defined (at
T = 0) only inside a finite region Ξ of the momentum
spae, there is a utoff of far Fourier omponents of the
potential U(k − k′) on the boundary of this region. It
should be noted that, in a general ase, the kineti en-
ergy of the pair at K 6= 0 vanishes only at some points
inside Ξ. Therefore, beause of the fat that a logarithmi
singularity in the right-hand side of the self-onsisteny
equation beomes eliminated, a non-trivial solution to
this equation annot exist at U → 0.
We show in fig.2 how the domain of kinemati on-
straint arises in the ase of isotropi two-dimensional
(2D) dispersion. At K = 0, the pair state is formed by all
one-partile (eletron and hole) states inside the Brillouin
zone and the kineti energy of the pair vanishes on the
whole Fermi surfae (the Fermi ontour (FC), in the ase
of 2D eletron system). When the total momentum K of
the pair inreases, the region Ξ that ontributes to the
state of the pair dereases down to zero at K = 2kF . At
0 < K < 2kF the kineti energy of the pair vanishes at
two points only: these points separate the regions of the
momentum spae with eletron and hole filling. In suh
a ase, the logarithmi singularity in the self-onsisteny
equation is absent.
The FC with mirror nesting feature,
7
orresponding to
the oinidene of the energies ε(K/2+k) and ε(K/2−k)
of the partiles omposing the pair on a finite piee of
the FC, results in the fat that the kineti energy of the
pair vanishes not at the isolated points but on a finite
line inside Ξ. It means that, under mirror nesting on-
dition, the logarithmi singularity in the self-onsisteny
equation survives and the non-trivial solution exists at
U → 0. The effetive oupling onstant in the exponent
of the gap parameter is proportional to the length of the
piees of the FC on whih the mirror nesting ondition
is fulfilled,
ε(K/2 + k) = ε(K/2− k). (4)
The square FC orresponding to the half-filled ener-
gy band (fig.2) manifests apparent mirror nesting for
any pair momentum K direted along one of the di-
agonals of the Brillouin zone under the ondition that
K < Kpi where Kpi = (pi, pi). When K inreases, the
length of the piees of the FC (on the sides parallel to
K) orresponding to the mirror nesting, dereases down
to zero at K = Kpi. Note that at K = Kpi there is a
onventional nesting (for the opposite sides of the FC),
ε(p + Kpi) = −ε(−p), resulting in the insulating state
in the ase of the parent ompound. The insulating gap
2∆s arises at the position of the FC whih beomes a
boundary of the magneti Brillouin zone of 2D struture
with long-range spin antiferromagneti (AF) order.
4. Thus, the half-filled band of the parent ompound with
spin AF order turns out to be split into two subbabds so
that the FC of doped ompound appears as small hole
pokets
10
near the top of the lower subband. The parts of
the pokets situated in the first magneti Brillouin zone
of the parent ompound (main bands) form the FC with
maximum spetral weight of photoemission. The other
parts of the pokets (shadow bands
11
in the seond mag-
neti zone) orrespond to the onsiderably lower spetral
weight dereasing with doping together with 2∆s. Eah
poket manifests perfet mirror nesting for SC pairs with
the momentumKpi. In this ase, the momentum of one of
the partiles that ompose the pair belongs to the main
band whereas the momentum of the other partile be-
longs to the shadow band of the same poket.
In the ase of two pokets situated along the diagonal
of 2D Brillouin zone, there is a perfet onventional nest-
ing with the same momentum Kpi. The momenta of the
partile and the hole omposing the eletron-hole pair
belong to the different bands of the pokets: if one of the
omponents of the pair is related to the main band the
other one should be assoiated with the shadow band.
The FC with both onventional and mirror nesting fea-
tures an ensure a ompetition or oexistene of the SC
and insulating (different from the spin amtiferromagnet)
ordered states.
The ηK - pairing hannel is effiient under mirror nest-
ing of the FC. In the ase of hole pokets, suh a ondi-
tion is fulfilled for eah of the rystal equivalent momen-
ta Kpi = (±pi,±pi) with their own domains of kinemati
onstraint Ξ.
To take into aount the fat that one of the partiles
of the pair belongs to the main band of the hole pok-
et and the other one is related to the shadow band, we
3represent the pairing interation in the form
Uµµ′(k,k
′) = v˜µ(k)U(k − k
′)u˜µ′(k
′), (5)
where µ enumerates the layer in the unit ell. Here,
U(k − k′) is the Fourier transform of the sreened
Coulomb interation, v˜µ(k) and u˜µ′(k
′) are the oeffi-
ients of the Bogoliubov transformation that diagonalize
the Hamiltonian desribing the eletron-hole pairing with
a rise of spin AF order; note that v˜µ(k+K)→ u˜µ(k).
12
An extension of the pokets with doping is aompanied
with a derease in the insulating gap 2∆s and a strong
depression (due to a deviation from the half-filling) of the
spetral weight of the shadow band ∼ u2µ(k). This leads
to the effetive restrition (in the momentum spae) to
the pairing interation.
5. This an be onsidered as a reason to replae the ker-
nel U(k − k′) of the pairing interation operator by the
approximate degenerate kernel
U(κ) = U
0
rd
0
(1− κ2r2
0
/2), (6)
presenting two terms of the expansion of the true kernel
into the power series. Here d = 2(3) for the two(three)-
dimensional system, U
0
and r
0
have the meaning of the
harateristi Coulomb energy and the sreening length,
respetively. The potential (6) manifests itself at small
momentum transfer κ ≡ |k−k′|. Thus, there is an effe-
tive utoff of the Coulomb repulsion at momenta that are
less than the value kc whih an be onsidered as a har-
ateristi length of the domain of kinemati onstraint.
At d = 3, the Fourier transform of the funtion (6)
osillates at large r,
U (ρ) ∼ −
U
0
s3
0
2pi2ρ2
(
1−
s2
0
2
)
cos ρ, (7)
and has a finite positive value at ρ = 0, where ρ ≡ kcr,
s
0
≡ kcr0. The magnitude of the osillation exhibits the
maximum at s0 =
√
6/5 and dereases with r more slow-
ly as ompared to Friedel osillations (3).
In 2D system (d = 2), the sreened Coulomb potential
ensuring the SC ηK - pairing an be estimated (within
the framework of an isotropi model) as
U (ρ) =
U0s
2
0
2piρ
[
J
1
(ρ)
(
1−
s20
2
+
2s20
ρ2
)
−
s20
ρ
J
0
(ρ)
]
, (8)
where Jp(x) is the Bessel funtion. The potential (8) has
a finite value at ρ = 0 and exhibits osillations slowly
damping at large ρ:
U (ρ) ∼
U
0
s2
0
(piρ)3/2
(
1−
s2
0
2
)
sin ρ. (9)
The magnitude of distant osillations of the potential (8)
peaks at s
0
= 1.
The potential (8) is shown shematially in fig.3 at
s
0
= 1. Note that this potential exhibits more deep (at
U
ρ
5
10 15
èñ. 3: 2D pairing potential (8) and step-wise (in the mo-
mentum spae) potential (11) (in arbitrary units, solid and
dashed lines, respetively).
the same value of the parameter s
0
) osillations as om-
pared to three-dimensional potential (7).
Sine the utoff momentum kc, whih defines the pair-
ing interation (6), inreases with doping, the dependene
of the kernel magnitude on s0 (initial inrease up to the
maximum and the further derease) an be onsidered as
one of the reasons resulting in typial of uprates depen-
dene of the transition temperature on doping, Tc(x).
The extension of the hole pokets (an inrease in the
FC length) with doping promotes a rise in Tc due to the
inrease of arrier onentration but, on the other hand,
leads to the derease in the spetral weight of the shadow
band of the FC and, as a result, the lowering of Tc.
6. The elimination of all Fourier omponents of the
sreened Coulomb potential that do not belong to the do-
main Ξ results in the fat that, in the real spae, the pair-
ing potential exhibits deep damped osillation with the
wavelength pi/kc. Preisely this feature of the sreened
Coulomb repulsion beomes apparent in the ηK - pairing
hannel. In this onnetion, one an remind the hange in
Coulomb repulsion, arising within the framework of the
eletron-phonon model of superondutivity, due to the
dynami onstraint of the region of effetive attration
in the viinity of the Fermi surfae,
13
U0 → U0/[1 + gU0 ln (EF /εD)], (10)
where EF is the Fermi energy, εD is the harateristi
Debye energy.
It should be noted that the hange of U(k) by a positive
onstant U0 inside Ξ leads only to the trivial (∆ = 0)
solution to the self-onsisteny equation in spite of the
fat that the orresponding potential
U(ρ) =
U0s
2
0
2piρ
J1(ρ) (11)
osillates in the real spae. Therefore, osillation of U(ρ)
is a neessary but not yet suffiient ondition of the non-
trivial solution existene. Suh a solution exists if and
only if the kernel U(k−k′) of the pairing interation has
4at least one negative eigenvalue.
7
It is obvious that the
kernel U = U
0
inside Ξ and U = 0 outside of Ξ has only
one positive eigenvalue.
Degenerate kernel (6) that approximates the sreened
Coulomb repulsion at small momentum transfers (impor-
tant in the ase of ηK - pairing) results in four eigenfun-
tions (two even and two odd with respet to the transfor-
mation k → −k) even if r
0
is arbitrarily small. A negative
eigenvalue orresponds to one of the even eigenfuntions.
A rise of the negative eigenvalue at the transition from
a step-wise kernel to kernel (6) an be ompared with
the well-known problem of quantum mehanis related to
one-dimensional motion of a partile in asymmetri po-
tential well:
14
the hange in the parameters of the kernel
lowering the degree of asymmetry of the potential (11)
leads to splitting off the disrete level from the band of
ontinuous spetrum.
7. Due to the smallness of hopping integrals between
uprate layers (labelled by µ = 1, 2 . . . , n), the Fermi
surfae proves to be opened along the kz - axis orre-
sponding to the c - axis of the unit ell. The kx, ky - se-
tions of the Fermi surfae orresponding to the set of
layers in the unit ell present the set of the FC's defined
in the setions with different µ. Sine the Brillouin zone
size along kz is 2pi/c, where c is the size of the unit ell
along the z - axis, the harateristi separation between
neighboring setions an be estimated as kn = 2pi/nc.
The harateristi size of the domain of kinemati on-
straint kc ≪ pi/a, where a is the period of the uprate
plane, determines the wavelength of the pairing potential
osillation in this plane. It is natural to assume that the
momentum k0, whih determines the radius of ation of
the sreened Coulomb potential in normal to the layers
diretion, exeeds kc.
This permits of a possibility of SC pairing with the
momentum K not only in the ase when the momenta of
the partiles k±, k
′
± (before and after sattering due to
the pairing interation, respetively) belong to the same
uprate plane (fig.4a) but also when these momenta are
related to different nearest neighboring planes (fig.4b).
Another possibility of an elevation of Tc, onsidered in
Ref.[5℄, is onneted with the tunnelling of pairs between
the neighboring planes: the momenta k± of partiles be-
fore sattering belong to one plane whereas the momenta
k
′
± after sattering belong to the neighboring one (fig.4).
The enhanement of effiieny of the ηK - pairing han-
nel leads to the natural explanation of the dependene of
Tc on the number n of uprate planes in the unit ell
typial of the homologous uprate series.
8. Let us designate the energy gap parameter relating to
the µ-th setion of the Brillouin zone by ∆µ(k). In the
ase of n - layer ompound, the self-onsisteny equation
an be written in the form of a system of quasi-linear
integral equations
∆µ(k) = −
1
2
n∑
µ′=1
∑
k′
Aµµ′(k,k
′;T )∆µ′(k
′), (12)
where the sum in the right-hand side is over all setions
K
k
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y
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èñ. 4: SC pairing with large momentum Kpi = (±pi,±pi).
a: The momenta of partiles omposing ηK - pair before (k+
and k−) and after (k
′
+ and k
′
−) sattering belong to the same
uprate plane. b: One of the partiles with the momenta k+
and k′+ after and before sattering, respetively, is in the layer
µ, and the other partile with the orresponding momenta k−
and k′−) is in the layer µ+1. : Both partiles of the pair with
the momenta k+ and k− before sattering being in the layer µ
pass (with the momenta k′+ and k
′
−) into the layer µ+1. The
nodal line of the SC order parameter is shown by dashed line.
In g.4b is shown a hange of the FC (ne solid and dashed
lines orrespond to the main and shadow bands, respetively)
due to the nonhomogeneous doping of the layers.
of the Brillouin zone taking into aount the fat that
k ∈ Ξµ in eah setion. The kernel of this system, whih
depends on ∆µ′(k
′) and temperature T , has the form
Aµµ′ (k,k
′;T ) =
Uµµ′(k,k
′)
Eµµ′ (k
′)
tanh
Eµµ′ (k
′)
2T
. (13)
Generally speaking, the FC's do not oinide in different
setions of the Brillouin zone due to the different doping
levels of the layers in the unit ell. For the same reason,
the quantities
Eµµ′ (k) =
√
ξ2µµ′(k) + ∆
2
µ′(k), (14)
do not oinide as well. Here, 2ξµµ′(k) = ε(K/2 + k) +
ε(K/2 − k) is the kineti energy of two partiles in the
layers µ and µ′, respetively.
5The nontrivial solution to self-onsisteny equation
system (13) under pairing repulsion has to be the funtion
alternating sign inside the domains Ξ in eah setion of
the Brillouin zone: the energy gap parameter hanges its
sign on the nodal line (irumferene) interseting the FC
(fig.4). The fat that, in the ηK - pairing sheme, the SC
order parameter has a nodal line an be assoiated with
the restrition to double oupation of sites of the uprate
planes taken into aount under the hoie of the ground
state wave funtion in terms of either Gutzwiller
15
or
gossamer
16
projetion operators.
For estimation, it is onvenient to approximate ∆µ(k)
by step-wise funtions whih have the meaning of average
values of the funtion ∆µ(k) in the regions where they
are of onstant signs. Thus, ∆µ(k) an be defined by the
onstants:
17 ∆µ(k) = ∆µ(1), if k belongs to the part of Ξ
inside the nodal line, and ∆µ(k) = ∆µ(2), if k is outside
this line.
Suh an approximation allows us to redue the kernel
U(k − k′) of the pairing interation to the degenerate
step-wise kernel that an be defined by three onstants
17
U(11), U(22), and U(12). Two of the onstants, U(11)
and U(22), desribe sattering inside and outside the
nodal line, respetively. The third onstant, U(12), de-
sribes sattering between the regions of the momentum
spae separated by the nodal line. Suh a kernel om-
plies with the Suhl inequality
18 [U(12)]2 > U(11)U(22)
ensuring the SC pairing under repulsion.
The pairing interation (5) an be redued into a set
of onstants Uµµ′(αα
′) where α, α′ = 1, 2. The approx-
imation we use here allows to transform the system of
integral equations (12) into the system of transendental
equations,
∆µ(α) = −
1
2
n∑
µ′=1
2∑
α′=1
Uµµ′(α, α
′)fµµ′(α
′;T )∆µ′(α
′),
(15)
where
fµµ′(α;T ) =
∑
k∈Ξα
µ′
tanh [Eµµ′ (α;k)/2T ]
Eµµ′(α;k)
, (16)
Ξαµ′ is the part of the domain of the kinemati onstraint
inside (α = 1) or outside (α = 2) the nodal line,
Eµµ′(α;k) =
√
ξ2µµ′ (k) + ∆
2
µ′ (α). (17)
The mean-field SC transition temperature is determined
by the ondition that T → Tc − 0 when ∆µ(α)→ 0.
9. To analyze equation system (15), we use the sim-
plest approximation
17
onsistent with the Suhl inequali-
ty, namely,
Uµµ′(α, α) = 0, Uµµ(12) = 2w0, Uµµ±1(12) = 2w1.
(18)
Thus, the pairing in the same plane (fig.4a) is desribed
by the oupling onstant w
0
whereas another oupling
onstant, w
1
, is related to the pairing in the nearest
neighboring planes (fig.4b,). Note that, in the ase of
tunnel mehanism of the interlayer pairing (fig.4; suh
a mehanism is onsidered by Chakravarty et al.
5
), w
1
≪
w0. On the ontrary, in the ase when the momenta of
the partiles before and after sattering belong to the
neighboring setions of the Brillouin zone (fig.4b), it is
natural to think that both onstants, w
0
and w
1
, are of
the same exponent.
At T → Tc − 0, parameters (16) an be represented as
fµµ′(α;Tc) = g
ε
0∫
0
tanh
(
ξ
2Tc
)
dξ
ξ
= g ln
(
2γε
0
piTc
)
, (19)
where g is the density of states per one spin, ε
0
is the
energy sale of the domain of kinemati onstraint Ξαµ ,
and ln γ = 0.577 is the Euler onstant. Due to the log-
arithmial dependene of the quantities (16) on ε0 one
an use mutual energy sale for eah of the domains Ξαµ .
In the ase of one-layer ompound, equation system
(15) leads to the typial of the mean-field theory relation
between the transition temperature and the oupling on-
stant,
Tc(1) = (2γε0/pi) · exp (−1/gw0). (20)
Within the approximation we use, two omponents of the
energy gap parameter have equal absolute values and are
of opposite sign: ∆1(1) = −∆1(2).
Equation system (15) desribing two-layer om-
pound has two solutions for unknown quantity f ≡
g ln (2γε
0
/piTc): f± = (w0 ± w1)
−1
. The solution with
the upper sign is related to more high, as ompared to
Tc(1), transition temperature,
Tc(2) = (2γε0/pi) · exp [−1/g(w0 + w1)], (21)
whih is determined by the effetive oupling onstant
w∗2 = w0 + w1. The sign distribution of the energy gap
parameter is the same in both planes.
As it follows from (21), tunnel oupling between
uprate planes (fig.4), when w
1
≪ w
0
, annot ensure a
signifiant inrease in the transition temperature. There-
fore, we an restrit ourselves to the examination of the
pairing mehanisms shown in fig.4a,b. For the sake of
simpliity, we also put w1 = w0. This approximation
leads to the doubling of the effetive oupling onstant,
w∗2 = 2w0 in the ase n = 2.
Suh an approximation would have led to the tripling
of the oupling onstant in the ase of three-layer om-
pound. However, the restrition due to aount of the
interation between only the nearest neighboring layers
results in the deeleration of the growth of the effe-
tive oupling onstant: the inner layer has two neigh-
boring layers whereas eah of the outer layers has only
one neighboring layer. At n = 3, this onstant turns out
to be equal to w∗
3
= 2.247w
0
. When n inreases, the ef-
fetive oupling onstant manifests a gradual saturation.
In partiular, w∗
4
= 2.252w
0
.
6The hoie of the kernel of the pairing interation un-
der the omplementary ondition Uµµ′(αα) = 0 orre-
sponding to the symmetry between the filled and vaant
parts of Ξ does not affet a qualitative estimate of the
dependene Tc(n). An important effet of the asymme-
try of the domain of kinemati onstraint is a hemial
potential shift arising at the transition into the SC state.
This shift appears to be proportional to the first pow-
er of the gap absolute value and may be related to the
problem of high-energy states
3
that beome apparent in
optial ondutivity as optial sum rule violation.
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10. The nonhomogeneity of uprate layer doping in the
unit ell (whih is essential in the ase n ≥ 3) results
in the violation of the mirror nesting ondition for inter-
layer pairing interation (fig.4b). This happens sine the
unequal hole onentration in different layers. Thus, the
FC's in the orresponding setions of the Brillouin zone
should be also different (fig.4b).
In this sense, the differene of arrier onentrations
in the neighboring layers is similar to the exhange field
in SC weak ferromagnets resulting in the Fulde-Ferrel-
Larkin-Ovhinnikov state
21,22
with non-zero (small) on-
densate momentum. For this reason, one an expet a
small differene between the ondensate momentum and
Kpi in the ompound with n ≥ 3.
A deviation from mirror nesting (in the ase of inter-
layer pairing) eliminating the logarithmi singularity in
the self-onsisteny equation results in the effetive de-
rease in Tc in the neighboring layers (whih, further-
more, differs from the optimum Tc for the one-layer om-
pound of the homologous series). Deviations from the
mirror nesting and optimum doping an be onsidered as
the main reasons for a rise in falling branh of the fun-
tion Tc(n) at n ≥ 3. These reasons should be strength-
ened by eletrostati effets when n inreases.
11. It is lear that equation system (15) orresponding
to the weak-oupling approximation is inadequate for the
evaluation of Tc beause the Coulomb oupling onstant
w
0
annot most likely be onsidered as a small quanti-
ty. More realisti estimation should be obtained within
the framework of a renormalization sheme similar to
the MMillan's (developed
23
for phonon-mediated pair-
ing) approah: w0 → w0/(1 + w0).
It should be noted in this onnetion that an inrease
in the oupling onstant by itself does not result in the
onsiderable growth of Tc. The latter depends essentially
on the preexponential fator ε
0
(aording to the phonon-
mediated pairing mehanism, ε
0
oinides with a hara-
teristi Debye energy of several hundreds K). Under the
ηK - pairing, ε0 is determined by the energy sale of the
domain of kinemati onstraint. In the ase of uprates
with the energy band of about of one eV it an exeed
1000 K in spite of relative smallness of this domain.
Thus, within the framework of suh a pairing sheme
at reasonable values of the oupling onstant w
0
g ≤ 1,
there are no apparent grounds exluding the possibility of
the transition temperature Tc ≈ 300K in 2D ompounds
with mirror nesting of the FC.
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